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ON TAILS AND DOMAINS OF ATTRACTION OF
STABLE MEASURES IN BANACH SPACES1
BY
ALOISIO ARAUJO2 AND EVARIST GINE3
Abstract. The exact tail behavior of stable measures in Banach spaces and
measures in their domains of attraction is given. Conditions for a p.m. to be
in the domain of attraction of a stable p.m. of order a are derived which are
sufficient in type/» spaces,/) > a, and necessary in general. This paper also
contains a short proof of the Lévy-Khinchin formula in Banach spaces.

1. Introduction. Let B he a separable Banach space and p a stable law on
(B, <$>
), i.e. p is such that if A, are i.i.d. with t(X¡) = p, then for every n there

exist a„ and b„ such that £(27=1A,/a„ - b„) = t(X). It is well known that
the only possible values for an are nx/a, a G (0, 2]. We then call a the index or
order of p. A probability measure X belongs to the domain of attraction of p if
and only if there exist {an} c R and {bn} c B such that whenever X¡ are
i.i.d. with £(A",) = X, then t(^n¡=xX¡/an - b„)^>wp. It is also well known

that only stable measures have nonvoid domains of attraction (Kumar and
Mandrekar (1972)). In case the constants an can be chosen to be an = «'/", a
the order of p, then X is in domain of normal attraction of p.
The tail behavior of stable measures and measures in their domain of
attraction plays an important role in the study of domains of attraction on
the line (see e.g. Feller (1970)) and in other spaces as well (Kuelbs and
Mandrekar (1974) among others). The tail behavior of a stable p.m. is in turn

completely determined by its associated Levy measure. In this paper we
present results on these subjects.
In §2 we give a proof of the Lévy-Khinchin representation of infinitely
divisible laws in Banach space. Proofs of this theorem have been given
independently by Araujo (1975) and Dettweiler (1976). The proof given here
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seems to be simpler and does not rely on the finite dimensional result.
In §3 we give the exact tail behavior of stable laws and laws in their
domains of attraction, thus extending a classical result of P. Levy (1937) to
stable p.m.'s on Banach spaces. This question has been treated in a more
general setting by de Acosta (1977); the result in this section refines his in the
particular case of a Banach space.
§4 contains several results on domains of attraction; we give conditions for
a p.m. to be in the domain of attraction of a stable law which are sufficient in
type p spaces and necessary in general Banach spaces. Some of these
generalize previous work by Kuelbs and Mandrekar (1974).
The methods of this paper are based on the properties of slowly varying
functions (as e.g. in Feller (1970) or Ibragimov and Linnik (1971)) and results
of Le Cam (1970), and de Acosta, Araujo and Giné (1977) on tightness of row
sums in infinitesimal arrays, tightness of generalized Poisson p.m.'s and the
relation between tightness of sums and tightness of the accompanying Poisson laws.
In what follows we will only consider separable Banach spaces. The Borel
a-algebra of a Banach space B will be denoted by ® as usual and the set of
Borel p.m.'s on (B, %) by 9(5). All the measures considered here will be
Borel measures.

2. The Lévy-Khinchin formula and the representation of stable p.m.'s. We
recall that a Levy measure /x on B is a positive measure with ju,(0} = 0 such
that the function on B ' to C defined as

exp{f(e™ -l-i

min(l, W*\\)\[xflf{x))dp(x)\

(2.1)

is the characteristic function of a p.m. on B (Araujo (1975a)). The p.m. with
ch.f. given by (2.1) is the centered Poisson p.m. with associated Levy measure jti,
cPois jn. For other equivalent definitions of Levy measures we refer to de
Acosta, Araujo and Giné (1977). In particular /x is a Levy measure if and
only if n\{\\x\\ >8} is finite for every 8 > 0 and {Pois(ju| ||x|| >fi„)}"_,
relatively shift compact for some sequence 8n I 0. (Given a finite positive
measure t, Pois t = e~T(Ä)2"=0Tn/«! where t" = t * • • • * t.)
The main ingredients in our proof are the following two lemmas.
2.1. Lemma. If {¡ia}aeA is a family of Levy measures on B such that
{cPois jna} is relatively shift compact then
(i) the family of finite measures {¡ia\ ||x|| > 8}aeA is relatively compact for

every 8 > 0.
(ii) supa JM<xf2(x)

dna(x) < co for every f G B'.

For a proof we refer to Parthasarathy
Araujo, Giné (loe. cit.), Theorem 1.4.

(1967), IV. 4.3, or to de Acosta,
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A family of random variables {Xnj:j = 1, . . . , kn, n = 1, . . . } is an infinitesimal array if for each n the variables XnX,. . ., Xnk are independent and
for every 8 > 0, lim„^Mmax P{||A^|| > e} = 0. The following lemma is due
to Le Cam (1970). For a proof see de Acosta, Araujo and Giné (loe. cit).
2.2. Lemma. Let {XnJ} be an infinitesimal system of B valued rv's and
S„ = "Zj"=xXnJ.Then if {£(£„)} is relatively shift compact, there exists for every
8 > 0 a compact convex symmetric set Ke of diameter at most e such that the
family of measures {'2jiLxt(Xnj)\K^)^x
is relatively compact and

lim max PÍA"„, G K?) =0.

H-»O0

j

y

"J

* '

We recall that a p.m. p is infinitely divisible if for every natural n there
exists a p.m. p„ such that p = pn* • ■ ■ * pn(n times). We call p„ the nth root
of p. The following lemma is also needed:

2.3.Lemma. If p is infinitelydivisiblethen
w-lim Pois np„ = p.
n—»oo

For the proof see de Acosta and Samur (1977).
Now we can prove the theorem.

2.4. Theorem, p G 'S'(B) is infinitely divisible if and only if there exist
x0 G B, a centered Gaussian p.m. y and a Levy measure fi with ja{0} = 0 such

that
P = 8Xo* y * cPois ft.

(2.2)

x0, y and ¡uare unique, and the characteristic function of p is
p(/)

= exp{//(x0)-i$y(/,/)

+ f(e™

- 1 - /min(l, ||x||) (/(x)/||x||) ¿/¿(x))}.

Proof. By Lemma 2.3 Pois npn ->w p. By Lemma 2.1(i) it is possible to
construct, using a diagonalisation argument, a a-finite measure n with n{0) =
0 such that for some subsequence («'} and every e > 0 satisfying ^{||x|| = e}

= 0,

"'p„'l{||*ll>*}
^mI{||*||>*}For every such e > 0 there exists then n'esuch that

^[Pois^p^l

||x|| > e), Pois(p| ||*|| > e)] < £,

where dp is Prokhorov's distance. Obviously we may assume ne | oo as e | 0.
Since (Pois(/iép^.| ||x|| > e)} is relatively shift compact (as it is a set of factors
of the tight family (Pois np„}), so is {Pois(/x| ||x|| > e)} and therefore, ¡u is a
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Levy measure. Also, if er | 0 with /x(| ||x|| = er} = 0, there exist ar
that 8a * Pois(«rp„ | ||x|| > er) ->w cPois p. where for ease of notation
nr for n't'. This, together with the convergence of (Pois npn),
tightness of [8_a * Pois nrp^\ \\x\\ < er). By taking a subsequence
sary, we may assume that 8_a * Pois(«,p„ \ \\x\\ < e,)-»w i. Next

G B such
we write
gives the
if neceswe prove

that t is Gaussian.
The logarithms of the ch.f.'s of these p.m.'s are
nr [

(cos fix)

- 1) dp (x) + inr f

(/( - ar) + sin fix))

dp^(x).

By Lemma 2.1(h)
sup nr [

f2(x) dp (x) < oo

and therefore, since cos/(x) - 1 + f\x)/2
s=¡cf4(x) and |sin/(x) —/(x)| «
c'l/(*)|3 as fix) -* 0, the sequence above, which converges (Chung (1974),
Theorem 7.6.3) has the same limit as the sequence { —2_1«r/wl<i/2(x) dp^x)
+ inrjf(x - ar) dp^(x)}.
Hence for each / G B', i(f) = e-*</^+'% i.e. t °/_1 is Gaussian (not

necessarily centered). Then, by symmetrisation one sees that e-*^
is the
ch.f. of a centered Gaussian p.m. y. Therefore the linear functional af is
weak-star sequentially continuous (as f and y are) thus defining a point a in B
by the equation fia) = af (Schaefer (1973), Corollary IV.6.2.3).
Hence
P = 8a * y * cPois (i.

The unicity of the decomposition follows from the proof of Theorem IV.8.1

in Parthasarathy (1967). □
As a corollary one obtains the following representation for stable p.m.'s.
2.5. Corollary.

Let p be a stable p.m. on B. If p is of order a < 2 then
p = 8Xo* cPois p

(2.3)

where ¡i has the following form: there exists a finite measure a on the set
S = (x: ||x|| = 1} such that ifr(x) = ||x|| ands(x) = x/||x||, then

dn(r, s) = /•-'-" dr da(s).

(2.4)

If a = 2 then p is a Gaussian p.m.

Proof. Exactly as in Kuelbs (1973), p. 261. □
3. Tails of measures in the domain of attraction of stable laws. Let p be a
nondegenerate stable measure on B, p its associated Levy measure and let X
be a random variable in the domain of attraction of p with associated
sequences {a„, b„], i.e. such that if {A,}°1, are i.i.d. with £(A",) = t(X), then
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e(^=,A-,./a„-6„)^wp.Then,
3.1.Theorem. For every 8 > 0,
nt(X/an)\{\\x\\>8}^ti\{\\x\\>8}.

(3.1)

For the proof we need a simple measure theoretic lemma.
3.2. Lemma. Let B be a separable Banach space, % ' the o-ring of Borel
subsets of B not containing zero and %' the o-ring generated by the ring of
cylindrical sets at a positive distance from zero. Then % ' = %'.

Proof. It is well known that (||x|| > r) = U ,°=i{|/(x)| > r) for some
countable family (/} c B'. So, {||x|| > r} G 6ll'. If m is a continuous finite
dimensional projection then

t-'{0}\{0}= Dr Un ["-'{ll'toll </■-'}n{||x||>«-»}]
so that 77--'{0} \ {0} G %'. Hence, if A is a Borel set in m(B), tt_1(^) \ {0}
= [Unm-\A n {||y\\ > n~x})] u [tt~x(A n {0})\0] G %'. So %' contains
all the cylinder sets deprived of (0), and therefore the a-algebra {B: B G %'
or B = C u {0} with C G %'} contains the cylinder sets i.e. is the Borel
a-algebra. This proves that % ' = %'. □
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It is easy to prove that if X is nondegenerate then
a„ -» oo and therefore the system {Xnj = Xj/a„: j = 1, . . ., n = 1, . . . } is
infinitesimal. Since the sums are shift tight, Lemma 2.2 implies that the
sequence {nt(X/a„)\
\\x\\ > 8} is relatively compact for every 8 > 0. Let vx
he a limit of this sequence for 8 = 1. Then, by a simple diagonal argument we
can construct a a-finite measure v on B, with v{0} = 0 and v\ (||x|| > 1} =
vx such that for some sequence {«'} C {«}, n' -* oo, and 5^ | 0,

n't(X/a„,)\ {||x|| > S,}^w v\{\\x\\> 8k}. If *|{ll*ll> 8k)* H{ll*ll> «.}
for some /c then by the previous lemma, there exists a cylinder set A at a
positive distance from zero with f(^4) t^ ¡j.(A). Moreover, A may be assumed
to be a continuity set for both p and v. Let w be a finite dimensional
projection such that A = ir~x(C) with C at a positive distance from zero in
the Euclidean distance on the range of it. Since the system {^(A^)} is
infinitesimal and {t(2j"=xTt(Xnj))} is shift convergent, the finite dimensional
central limit theorem implies 2"=,P{n-(Ar„y) G C} -^ ¡i(A); but if A n {||x||
< 8k} = 0 for some k, then

¿ P{tt(X„j) G C} = *[£(A7n'/")|{||x||>o;}](^K^);
7=1

therefore p.(A) = j»(^), contradiction. Hence (3.1) is proved for every 8 > 0
such that p(||x|| = S} = 0, but by the particular form of p this is true for all

5 >0.

□
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3.2 Corollary.
If X is a stable B-valued rv of index a G (0, 2) or it is in the
normal domain of attraction of a stable law of index a having Levy measure p

then for every 8 > 0
nZ(X/nx/°)\{\\x\\>8}
In particular, lim^^ nP{X/\\X\\
E\\X\\P < oo for every p <ct.

-* p|{||x|| > 8).

G A, \\X\\ > on1/"} = o(A)/a8a

and

This corollary is a complete generalization of Levy's result on tails of stable
p.m.'s on the line. It was obtained by Kuelbs and Mandrekar (1974) for
Hubert spaces. De Acosta (1977) has weaker statements in a more general
setting.
3.3. Remark. Corollary 3.2 extends to the case a = 2: if X is in the normal
domain of attraction of a Gaussian law, we have

nt(x/nx/2)\{\\x\\>s}

-¿ o

for every 8 > 0 (de Acosta, Araujo, Giné (loe. cit.)).
If A"is a real variable in the domain of attraction of a stable law of order
a G (0, 2) then the function /"PflA"! > t) is slowly varying. This result has
been extended by Kuelbs and Mandrekar (1974) to Hilbert space valued rv's.
As another corollary to Theorem 3.1 we show that it is true in separable
Banach spaces as well.
3.4. Corollary.
If X is a B-valued rv in the domain of attraction of a
nondegenerate stable law of order a G (0, 2), then the function t"P{\\X\\ > t} is
slowly varying.

Proof. Let X belong to the domain of attraction of a nondegenerate stable
p.m. p of order a with Levy measure p. Then for every t, u > 0,
p(||x||>/}/p{||x||>iM}

/-OO

= I

r~a-xdr/

•'t

/"OO

r-"-xdr

= ua.

•'tu

If a„ -» oo is a set of constants such that {t(Xx + • • • + Xn)/a„} is weakly
shift convergent, define n, as the largest n such that an < t. Note that if t -» oo

so does {n,}. Then,
[n,/ (nt + l)](n, + 1)P {||A"|| > an¡+ x}/n,P {\\X\\ > a^u)

<P{\\X\\>t}/P{\\X\\>tu}
< [(«, + l)/«f]«tJP{||Ar||

> a^/

(n, + l)P{\\X\\ > an¡+xu}.

Letting t -» oo, Theorem 3.1 and the previous computation give that for every
u > 0,

lim /»{||Ar||>í}/P{||^||>/W}

= ua,

t—»00

i.e. that the function PdlA^I > t) is regularly varying of index —a. Hence,
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the function i°P {11^11> /} is slowly varying. □
4. Domains of attraction. The proofs of the results we present in this section
can be done directly. However we will base them on the following two
theorems.
4.1. Lemma. Let {Xnj: j = 1, . . ., kn, n = 1, . . . } be a family of row-wise
independent B-random variables, S„ = 2*=,XnJ and

K

K=

2

/ min(l, \\x\\)\\x\\-lxdt(Xnj)(x).

Then if {Pois 2*"=iÊ(A"„y)}~=,is relatively shift compact, the sequence {t(S„ bn)} is relatively compact.

For a proof of this lemma we refer to de Acosta, Araujo and Giné (loc.cit).
4.2. Lemma. Let { ria}aeA be a set of positive Borel measures on a separable
Banach space B of Rademacher type p G [1, 2] such that

(i) {¿Uli* 11> l}ae/f *"relatively compact,
(ii) for every f G B', suoaeA /M<1/2(x)
dfia(x) < oo,
(iii) there exist an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces Fn such

that
lim

sup (

d»(x, F„) dK(x) = 0.

Then every ¡ia is a Levy measure on B and {cPois ¡ia}aeA is relatively compact.

For the definition of a type p Rademacher space see e.g. Hoffman-Jorgensen and Pisier (1976) or references there. The proof of the previous lemma is
contained in de Acosta, Araujo and Giné (loe. cit.).
Obviously, combinations of 4.1 and 4.2 may give tightness results for row
sums of triangular arrays. This is what we do next.
The following theorem characterizes normal domains of attraction.
4.3. Theorem, (i) // B is of type p G [1, 2] and p is a stable law of index
a <p then a sufficient condition for a B-valued rv X to belong to the normal
domain of attraction of p is that:
(a) 7r(A")belong to the domain of normal attraction of p ° tt~x for every linear
continuous map it on B with finite dimensional range,
(b) for every 8 > 0, sup„ nP{\\X\\ > 8nx/a) < oo,
(c) there exist an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces Fm d B

such that
lim

m-*cc

hm sup nP{d(X, Fm) > tnx/a) =0
„^oo

<•

-"

for some t > 0.

(ii) The converse is true in any (separable) Banach space.

(4.1)
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Proof.
Direct part. We prove first shift tightness of Sn/nx/a =
27=,A",.//,'/a, A,, i.i.d. with £(Ar,) = t(X). There is no loss of generality in

assuming t = 1 and changing lim sup„ by sup,eR+ in (4.1), i.e.

lim sup tP{d(X, FJ > tx/a\ = 0.
m^°°

(4.1)'

/>o

Let us set Cm = sup,>0 tP{d(X, FJ > t1/"}.
First we note that the family of finite measures {n£(X/nx/a)\
\\x\\ > 8} is
relatively compact for every 8 > 0: by (4.1)' these measures, which are
uniformly bounded (hypothesis (b)), are flatly concentrated, and by (a) and
the converse central limit theorem in the line,

lim

lim sup nP{\f(X)/nx/a\

> m) = 0

for every / G B', i.e. all their one dimensional marginals are tight. So, the
tightness of {nt(X/nx/a)\
||x|| >5} follows from a result of de Acosta

(1970).
Also,

hm suprt'-^f
m^cc

dp(X, Fm)dP = 0.

n

(4.2)

J\\X\\<n^°

In fact, if t„-

t(d(X, FJ),

„!-/>/«f

dP(X,FJ dP < nx~p/y ("W°Cyp-Xdy drm(x)

J\\X\\ <n^a

J0

< «'-'/«pf"""^'-1-"

J0

dy = Cjy/ (p - a)

uniformly in n.
The same type of computation shows that by (a), for every/ G B',
sup «'

2/ a f

•/||X||<n|/»

Now, the tightness of {nt(X/nx/a)\
Lemma 4.2 that {Pois nt(X/nx/a)}
that {t(S„/nx/a

f\X) dP < oo.

(4.3)

||x|| >5}, (4.2) and (4.3) imply by

is relatively shift compact and therefore

- ¿>„)},with è„ = nj min(l,

\\x\\)\\x\\-x x dt(X/nx/a)(x),is

relatively compact by Lemma 4.1.
Suppose now that {nt(X/nx/a)\
\\x\\ > 8} has two limits p6 and vs. Then
by a diagonal argument we can find p, v a-finite, such that p{0} = v{0] = 0,
Hs = p|{||x|| > 8), vs = i>\{\\x\\ > 8), subsequences {»'}, {«"} and 8k | 0
such
that
h'£(A'//i'i/")|{||Jc||
> 8k) ^w p|{||x||
> 8k)
and
n"£(A"/«'"/a)|{||x||
>fiJt}-»wi'|{||x|| >8k}. Now, if p =£v this implies by
3.1 that \l(A) ¥= v(A) for some cylinder set A = tt~x(C) at a positive distance
from 0 such that ¡i(dA) = p(aA) = 0; but by (a) and the finite dimensional
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central limit theorem,
H(A)=

lim n'P{X/n'x/a

= lim

G A)

n"P{X/n"x'a

(E A) = v(A),

n" —»oo

contradiction.

So, p = v and {nt(X/nx/a)\

for any (/„ ...,/„)
bm(fu ...,fn)

\\x\\ > 8) converges. Hence, if

G B' we let

= m j min(l, |(/„ . . . ,/„)(x)|)|(/„

. . . ,fn)(x)\~X

■(fx,...,fn)(x)dñ(X/mx/«)(x)

where |(/„ . . . ,/„)(x)| = (27=,/2«)1/2,

we obtain that {(fx(bj, . . . ,f„(bj)

— bm(fx.f„)}m=\
is a convergent sequence: it is the integral with respect
to mt(X/mx/a)
of a bounded continuous function vanishing inside a neighborhood of zero. Hence, since bm(fx, ...,/„)
is the natural centering of
(/„ . . . ,fn)(Sm/mx/"),

we conclude that {t(Sn/nx/a

- b„)} is not only tight,

but all its finite dimensional distributions converge. The finite dimensional
limits are shifts of projections of p and therefore {t(S„/nx/a — b„)} converges to a shift of p.
(ii) If X is in the domain of normal attraction of p, (a) follows trivially and
(b) is part of Theorem 3.1. Let us prove (c). Let p be the Levy measure
associated to p. Its particular form (Corollary 2.5) implies that
(1) for every Borel set B at a positive distance from zero and u > 0,

fi(uB) = u~y(B)
(as a simple change of variables shows),
(2) by Fubini's theorem, p{*/(x, F) = a) = 0 for every a > 0 and measurable vector space F c B.
Then, Theorem 3.1 gives

lim nP{d(X, F) > nx/"t} = ct~a
where c = n{d(x, F) > 1). Since p is finite outside the origin, whenever Fm f,
U Fm= B, we get cm = p{i/(x, FJ > 1} —>0 and (c) is a consequence of the
previous limit. □
4.4. Remark. If X and p are symmetric in Theorem 4.3, then condition (a)
can be simplified: it is enough to assume instead (a') the random variables
f(X), f G B', belong to the normal domain of attraction of p °/_1. Proof:
one obtains that {t(Sn/nx/a))
is shift tight as in the above proof, but by
symmetry

this sequence

£(S„/«1/a)-vp
f(S„)/nx/a

is tight; by (a') t(f(Sn)/nx/a)

->w p °/~l,

hence

(note that by the symmetry of X and p the shift of

is zero).

4.5. Remark. In case the space B has an increasing sequence {trm} of
projections with finite dimensional range converging pointwise to the identity,
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condition (c) can be replaced by

Jim limsup nP{\\(I - *JX\\ > tnx'«} = 0.

(C)

4.6. Example. Lp, 2 < p < oo, is of type 2 and therefore the last theorem

applies for B = Lp.
4.7. Example. Since every Banach space is of type 1, the conditions in
Theorem 4.3 are necessary and sufficient in any Banach space if a < 1.
4.8. Example. Let {e¡) c B of typep and {<p,}a sequence of independent

real symmetric rv's in the domain of normal attraction of a symmetric stable
law of index a <p. Assume that X = 2°t,<p,e, is well defined and in % and

that
(i) lim sup,^

raP{||2r-„,<P,e,|| > t) - Cm < », m - 1,...,

and Cm-+0

as m —»oo,
(ii) if we let m,(/) = lim,^ faP{<p/(e,) > /}, then 2°°_,m,(/) < oo for
every/ G B'.
Then X is in the domain of normal attraction of a symmetric stable law.
In fact, conditions (i) and (ii) allow for the application of the proposition in

Feller (1970), p. 278, and to obtain that for every / G B',
lim,^iaP{2r=,<p/'(e,)>f}
= 2~iW,(/)<oo.
Hence 2<p/(e,) is in the
domain of normal attraction of a symmetric stable law of order a. This
together with (ii) gives the tightness of {ñ(Sn/nx^")} as in the proof of
Theorem 4.3 (where S„ is the sum of n i.i.d. rv's with the law of 2<p,e,); since
the one dimensional marginals converge (note that by symmetry the shifts are
zero), {£(£,,//i1/")} is also weakly convergent.
4.9. Remarr. The case a = p = 2 is solved in Hoffman-Jorgensen and

Pisier (1976): if E\\X\\2 < oo, EX = 0 and B is of type 2 then X is in the
normal domain of attraction of a Gaussian law; conversely if ¿TyA"!!2< oo,
EX = 0 imply that X is in the normal domain of attraction of a Gaussian law,
then B is of type 2. We could ask if the previous theorem admits the same
type of converse too.
In the next two theorems we just put together results on tightness of
exponentials with lemmas of Kuelbs and Mandrekar (1974) to obtain results
on general domains of attraction in certain Banach spaces. Kuelbs and
Mandrekar (1974) have interesting necessary and sufficient conditions for X
to be in the domain of attraction of a stable measure in Hubert space
although they seem harder to verify than the conditions in Theorem 4.3. Next
we state two theorems which are direct generalizations of their results. The
proofs follow easily from techniques in their paper and those used so far in
this section. Following Kuelbs and Mandrekar (loc. cit.), we will say in what
follows that a measure on B is nondegenerate if the closure of the linear span
of its topological support coincides with B. (Note that in Corollary 3.4 we use
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the term with its usual meaning, namely that the measure is not concentrated
on a single point.)

4.10. Theorem, (i) Let B be of type p G [1, 2], a <p, and p = 8X* cPois p
with X G B, d¡i(r, s) = r~x~a dr do(s), a a finite positive nondegenerate
measure on B with support contained in S = {x: ||x|| = 1}. Then, for a random
variable X to be in the domain of attraction of p it is sufficient that:
(a) there exist an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces Fm c B

such that

lim P{||A-|| > t}/P{d(X,

/-»oo

FJ > tu) = cxu"/Cm

for every u > 0, with Cm > 0, Cm-> 0,

Co)for every A, D G % (S), with a(M) = a(dD) = 0 and a(D) * 0,

lim P{||A1| > t, X/\\X\\ GA}/P{\\X\\ > t, X/\\X\\ G D) = o(A)/a(D).

/—»00

(ii) In any separable Banach space, conditions (a) and (b) are necessary for X
to belong to the domain of normal attraction of p.

Proof, (i) As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, Kuelbs and Mandrekar (loc. cit.),
the conditions (a) and (b) imply the existence of a sequence {a„}, a„ > 0,
an Î oo, a„/an+x -+ 1, such that:

hm nP{\\X\\>ta„,X/\\X\\eA}

= o(A)/ata

(1)

for all continuity sets A a S of o and t > 0,

lim sup na~" f
m^°°

n

dp(X, FjdP

lim lim sup na~2 f
ej,0

„_»oo

= 0 for some e > 0,

(2)

f2(X)dP = 0 for every/ G B'.

(3)

J\\X\\<ea„

J\f(X)\<ea„

(To see this, proceed as in their proof but replace the function U there by
0(0 ■ /||xn<rll^ir^-)
Since (1) implies that {nt(X/an)\ \\x\\ > 8} converges weakly to p|{||x|| > 8} for every 8 > 0, Lemma 4.2 gives the tightness

of {cPois /j,,}, ^ = nt(X/a„).

So, if {A,.}are i.i.d. with £(A",)= £(A"), then

by Lemma 4.1 the sequence {£,(Z"=xX¡/an

— bn)} is relatively compact (bn as

given by Lemma 4.1). On the other hand, (1) and (3) and the finite dimensional central
limit theorem
imply that for all {/}7-i
C B',
{£(2"_,(/,,
. . . ,fm)(X¡)/a„)} is relatively shift compact. Now the argument
in the last part of the proof of Theorem 4.3(i) proves 4.10(i).
(ii) We now prove the converse. Recall that if p in nondegenerate, an —»oo
and an/an+i -* 1. If a(dA) = a(3£>) = 0, by Theorem 3.1,

Jim P{||A-|| > uan+k, X/\\X\\ G A}/P{\\X\\ > uan,X/\\X\\ G D)
= o(A)/o(D)

(4.4)
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for every u > 0 and finite integer k. If n, is as in Corollary 3.4, we have

P{\\X\\ > «W */||*||

G A }/P{\\X\\ > av A-/||A-||G D }

< P{\\X\\ > t, X/\\X\\ G A}/P{\\X\\ > t, X/\\X\\ G D)
< P{||A-|| > ani,X/\\X\\ G A)/P{\\X\\ > ani+x,X/\\X\\ G D)
and taking limits as t -—oo, (b) follows from (4.4).
Let now Fm c B, m = 1, . . . , be an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces such that \J Fm= B, Fx = {0}, and define Cm = p{x:

d(x, FJ > 1}. Then Cm-» 0 by tightness of p|{x: ||x|| > 1}, and by (1) and
(2) in the proof of 4.3(h),

Jim nP{d(X, FJ > ant) = Cmra

(4.5)

for every / > 0 and natural m. Hence, using Theorem 3.1 again,

Jim P{||A-|| > an+k}/P{d(X,

FJ > uan) = cxua/Cm

(4.6)

for every u > 0, natural m and integer k. But (4.6) gives condition (a) exactly
as condition (b) follows from (4.4). □
A different proof of the direct part is possible: just apply Theorem 4.1 of de
Acosta, Araujo and Giné (to appear), with the index 2 replaced byp G [1, 2].
4.11. Theorem. The following set of conditions is sufficient for X to belong to
the domain of attraction of a nondegenerate Gaussian p.m. y with covariance 0
// B is of type 2, and necessary if B (separable) is the dual of a type 2 space:

(a)

(b)

lim t2P{\\X\\>t}/f

'-»»

hm f

J\\x%<'

f\X)dP/\

||Af dP = 0,

g2(X)dP = ^(ff)/^(g,g)

forg¥=0 if f\\X\\2 dP = oo and

hm f

f\X-EX)dP/[

g\X-EX)dP

= <b(f,f)/*(g,g)

/o/-g^0///||Al2¿P<oo,
(c) there exists an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces Fm c B

such that

Xm= limsup f
/-oo

J\\X\\<t

d\X, FJ dP/ f

J\\X\\<,

\\X\\2
dP>0

and Xm-> 0 as m -> oo.

Proof. (1) Case .EHA^I2< oo. If X is in the domain of attraction of a
nondegenerate Gaussian p.m. y with covariance $ and {A,} is a sequence of

i.i.d. rv's with £(A",)= t(X), then
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for some real a > 0 (the norming constants are necessarily of the order of
nx/2 by the one dimensional central limit theorem, and the natural shifts are
/l|A-|l<T„i/2A'
dP for some t > 0-see e.g. de Acosta, Araujo and Giné (loe. cit.),
Theorem 2.5-which in this case are equivalent to EX). Then (b) follows at
once from the one dimensional central limit theorem (together with a simple
computation) and (a) from the hypothesis EyA"!!2 < oo. As for (c) it is clear

that \„ ->0 whenever Fm\, U Fm= B; let us see finally that X„, > 0: let
/ G B' he such that Fm c Ker/; then d(x, FJ > d(x, Kerf) > |/(*)|/||/||
and therefore

[d2(X,FjdP>\\f]\-lff2(X)dP
JB

JB

= \\f\\~1
Í [AX - EX) + f(EX)f dP
JB
= \\f\\-l[Hf,f)+f2(EX)}>0
as $(/,/) > 0. Note that in this case no assumption has been made on the
geometry of B. The proof for the converse in this case is as in Kuelbs and
Mandrekar (loc. cit.), Theorem 3.1, if one invokes the central limit theorem of
Hoff man-Jorgensen and Pisier (1976) instead of the classical one for Hubert
space.
(2) Case £,||Ar||2 = oo. By the Theorems 4.3 and 6.7 in de Acosta, Araujo
and Giné (loc. cit.), the following conditions are sufficient in type 2 and
necessary in duals of type 2 spaces for X to be in the domain of attraction of
a Gaussian p.m. y with covariance 3>and norming constants an:

lim nP{\\X\\ >ta„] = 0 for all t > 0,

(i)

sup na„-2 f

(ii)

n

||A"- a„Y„||2dP < oo,

J\\X\\<ean

where yn - fm<¿ClXdP,
lim
~>0°

sup na~2 [
"

for some increasing sequence {FJ
some e > 0,

Hmf l™ SUP)

d2(X - anyn, Fj

dP = 0

(iii)

J\\X\\<ta„

[

of finite dimensional subspaces of B and

e I 0 (. hm inf J «-w/||X||<ea„

f\X -anyn)dP = a*(f, f)

for every/ G B' and some a > 0.
Assume now X in the domain of attraction

of a nondegenerate

(iv)
Gaussian
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p.m. y and that B is the dual of a type 2 space. Then (i)-(iv) no^ f°r some
sequence {a„), an > 0. On the other hand, Ef2(X) = oo for every nonzero
/ G B', otherwise a„ ~ nl/2 and E\\X\\2 < oo. Hence also Ed2(X, FJ = oo.
So we can use the argument in Kuelbs and Mandrekar (loc. cit.) proof of
Theorem 3.1 to obtain that in (i)-(iv) tne centerings anyn can be replaced by
zero. From this point on the proof that (a)-(c) hold is essentially as in that
article, proof of Theorem 3.1.
Assume now that (a)-(c) hold and that B is of type 2. It is enough to prove
(i)—(iv) for some sequence

{an}. (i) and (ii)-(iii) with anyn replaced by zero

follow as in the proof of Kuelbs and Mandrekar, hence also (i)-(iii), (ii) and
(iii) with a„y„ replaced by zero imply by Lemma 4.2 that {cPois nt(X/a„)} is
relatively compact; therefore by Lemma 4.1 so is {£(2"=,A',/an — a„yn)}.
But by (i) all the limit points of this sequence are Gaussian and by the general
central limit theorem in de Acosta, Araujo and Giné (loc. cit., Theorem 2.10),
for every convergent subsequence £(2"=iA,/an,
—a„, y„)-»w y', and condition (iv) holds along the subsequence {«'} and with limit cov y'(f,f). Then
(b) implies that cov y' = a$> for some a ¥= 0, so that (iv) holds and X is in the
domain of attraction of a nondegenerate Gaussian p.m. y with covariance $.
4.12. Remarr. The converse part of the last theorem is also true, with
obvious modifications, for cotype 2 spaces with the property that there exists
a sequence of projections {tt„} of finite dimensional range such that ||7r„(x) *|| = d(x, tT„(B)) for all * in B (see e.g. the remark after Theorem 6.6 in de
Acosta, Araujo and Giné). In particular it holds for /,.
We end up this investigation on domains of attraction with the statement
of a sufficient condition for a sample continuous process to be in the domain
of normal attraction of a stable one. The proof follows easily from Theorem
4.9 in our previously mentioned article and therefore it will be omitted.
4.13. Theorem. Let X(s), s G S compact metric, be a sample continuous
process such that:
(i) each of its finite dimensional distributions belongs to the domain of normal
attraction of a stable p.m. of order a < 2 in Euclidean space,

(ii) for every w G ß and s, t G S,
\X(s, u) - X(t, «)| < M(u)e(s, t)
where e(s, t) is a continuous distance on S such that for some p.m. X on S,

lim sup TriogO + \/X{t G S, e(s, t) < u))]x/2 du = 0

e 10

s Jo

and M is a nonnegative random variable satisfying

lim

m—oo

sup nP {M > mnx/a } = 0.
„

v

'
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Then X belongs to the domain of normal attraction of a stable p.m. of order a in

C(S).
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